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[5]: French tanker’s badge emblem worn on a regulation beret. In the 1st Tank Regiment this practice was most
likely limited to French personnel. The badges are not vident in photographs taken after 1920.
[6]: The 1st Regiment tank bearing “Passe par tout” on the turret. Towards the rear of the hull, an emblem of the
2nd Platoon of the I Company, on the sides number 470. It is uncertain if this number had any relevance, or was
it just an old French numerical. The playing card symbols, used as an insignia of companies and their respective
platoons, were inherited with the tanks and often disregarded, some tanks had them, and some did not. The
tank has a tri - colour camouflage scheme, without contour lines.

and 7th Company (French 342). It should be noted that the 16 Battalion of the 505 Tank Regiment
never underwent a transformation. It remained intact in the French Army and was used to recreate
the entire Tank Regiment, after the Polish unit had departed. Shortly the III battalion was renamed
the II and its Companies became 3 and 4 respectively.
The 1st Tank Regiment was commanded by French officers until October 1919, while Polish
officers were acting as doubles throughout the chain of command. After that time the unit become
almost exclusively Polish with the exception of French officers and non-commissioned officers acting as advisors and trainers. Lieutenant Colonel Maré, formally an attaché of the French Military
Mission (Mission Militaire Francaise), took part in all the military actions until the defence of
Warsaw in the later phase of the war. Majors Vigneron and Peeré acted as advisors for the duration
of the Polish -Soviet war. Captain Brun stayed with the 1st Regiment until 1926.

[7]: Renault FT-17s of
the 1st Tank Regiment
– photograph most
likely taken during the
presentation
of tanks at Rembertów
near Warsaw, summer
1919.
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Between the wars
Reorganizations

[28]: Renault FT-17
tanks at the Biedrusk
proving ground around
1930.
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In the winter of 1920, after several changes of location, all the battalions of the Tank Regiment
were placed in permanent garrisons. The I Battalion, at the time of armistice stationed in Lwów,
was moved to Warsaw. The II Battalion, moved from Bialystok, via Kraków, was finally stationed
in Żurawica near Przemyśl. As of early January 1921 the III Battalion was in Biedrusk. In November
it was transferred to Poznan, which became its permanent garrison town. The main headquarters,
the reserve battalion, and the workshops remained in Łódz.
In August of 1921 the Tank Regiment was dissolved as a formation, while the battalions were
granted a status of independent units. At the same time a Central Tank Academy (Centralna Szkoła
Czołgów) was established in Warsaw. After the Silesian plebiscite an independent tank company
was temporarily created. Two platoons devolved from the II and the III Battalions were stationed
in Katowice at the end of 1921. After two months, the unit was disbanded and the tanks returned
to their respective battalions.
The 1st Tank Regiment was reinstated in February of 1923. It was assigned to a garrison at
Żurawica. The Central Tank Academy and the I Battalion were also transferred to this location.
In January of the following year, the III Battalion was transferred to Żurawica as well. In 1925 the
third company was added to each of the, so far two company, battalions.
In October of 1930, the regiment had moved to Poznan, while the II Battalion and the workshops remained in Żurawica. In July of 1931 the regiment was renamed 1st Armoured Regiment
(1 Pułk Pancerny). The II Tank Battalion in conjunction with 2nd Armoured Car Regiment
(2 Dywizjon Samochodów Pancernych) became the 2nd Armoured Regiment. Subsequent reorganization of armoured forces again transformed the regiments into independent battalions. Beginning
in 1935, additional armoured battalions were created. By that time, the history of the Renault tank
in Poland was almost solely associated with the II Battalion at Żurawica, now known as the 2nd
Armoured Battalion (2 Batalion Pancerny). This unit was absorbing all the Renault tanks replaced
with newer equipment in other battalions.
The number of Renault tanks, at one time nearing 200, was steadily diminishing due to mechanical wear. According to the report dated 11 July 1936, there were 174 tanks available. This number

[55]: Tank number
1029, late ‘20s.

[56]: Polish armoured vehicle recognition signs introduced in the 1930s. The geometric figures were
painted on metal panels. At the top, the company commander symbol. Below, the platoon symbols.
Circle – 1st platoon, triangle – 2nd platoon, square – 3rd platoon. The vertical stripe, painted in red,
specified the platoon commander. The red circle, according to some sources, indicated the reserve
vehicle of a platoon. Other sources state that the markings were reserved for the second in command
officer. All other tanks had white geometric figures painted against olive-green background.

[57]: Tank number
1033, early ‘30s.
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[102]: Foreign military
officials visiting 1st
Armoured Train Troop
(1 Dywizjon Pociągów
Pancernych).
In front, the TK rail
transporter without
the tankette, next the
R drezine with FT-17
tank, The view of the
second TK drezine is
obstructed by the officers. In the background
the exercise train
of the 1st Troop “Poznańczyk”.

[103]: A complete
TK-R-TK drezine unit
seen from the rear.

[104]: The R drezine
assigned to armoured
train “Danuta”.
The tank and the
transporter in the camouflage scheme introduced in 1936. New
regulations regarding
registration plates were
implemented in the 1st
Armoured Train Troop
around 1939. The
original number of the
tank was over painted,
and the registration
plate was inside the
tank. The registration
plate of the transporter
was fixed to the front
beam of the frame.
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September of 1939
Renault FT-17 in September campaign of 1939
On 6 September 1939 the 2nd Armoured Battalion mobilized three independent tank companies equipped with Renault FT-17 tanks. The 111th, 112th, and 113th Companies were under the
control of the Commander in Chief (Naczelny Wódz) as support units.
The 111th Company was transported via rail from Przemyśl to Siedlce. On 9 September the
transport was bombed near Łuków Podlaski. The company was unloaded, and directed to the
nearby forest due to the very limited amount of fuel. The outpost tanks engaged advancing German
armoured unit; two Renault tanks were lost as a result. Polish retreat from the area forced the

[117]: FT-17 tank
number 1024 on the
road.

[118]: Another photograph of tank 1024.
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[198]: The 10th
Cavalry Brigade
Renault R35 modifié
39. On the turret, an

The brigade set off to secure the passage through the Channel of Burgundy. En route to Dosches
and then Montbard, the brigade cooperated randomly with French units and participated in some
skirmishes. In order to achieve the objective some of the vehicles had to be abandoned in the
woods near Chaource. The fuel collected was then distributed between the vehicles necessary for
the attack. On 16 June the brigade left the Chaource forest. Part of the column was displaced in
the road congestion and never rejoined the brigade. The surprise attack on Montbard was a success. The battle was nonetheless difficult, and the fighting continued into the night 16/17 June.
Unfortunately, the bridge was blown up before the brigade had an opportunity to cross it. The brigade then withdrew to Grand Jailly forest to regroup. In order to find a way out of the trap, all but
three out of 17 remaining tanks had to be left behind. The number of automobiles also had to be
reduced. Approximately half of the vehicles were abandoned. This provided enough fuel to cross
100 kilometres. A few additional barrels of gasoline were obtained along the way, so the remainder
of the brigade reached Dijon. At Lamargette the tanks ran out of fuel. The crews set the tanks on
fire and continued the journey in the automobiles. On 17 June, towards the evening, all the remaining vehicles were destroyed by their crews.

identifying insignia
of the French unit the
tank was transferred
from. On a few tanks
there was a red poppy
flower painted inside
the flaming grenade
emblem. Out of their
own initiative, some
crews painted this
emblem to commemorate their commander
General Maczek.
Maczek in Polish
means a small poppy
flower.

[199]: Renault R35
modifié 39 tank.
A Senegal soldier sits
on the tail of the tank.
After his unit was
scattered in fighting,
he joined the Polish
brigade for a while.
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